New resources website for affiliates to use provided by ACE National
  - Tools are divided into 2 categories: Affiliate Resources and Mentor Resources
- Process
  - We have spent the last year going through all of the resources from Behind the Scenes
    - Getting rid of old material
    - Bringing existing resources up to date and reformatting
    - Collecting new resources from affiliates
    - Developing new resources as a staff
  - We are very excited that we are releasing this amazing new resource to our affiliates at the All Affiliate Conference.
    - This will replace Behind the Scenes on the website and be the go-to place for affiliates to reference.
  - Affiliate Resources – a resource for affiliate boards
    - Includes everything from compliance documents, strategic planning resources, mentor and student recruitment resources, graphic standards and publicity materials
  - Mentor Resources – a resource for mentors to assist in curriculum development
    - Mentoring tips, example schedules and projects, activities broken out by discipline, and career pathway descriptions
- This will be a major improvement for both new and existing affiliates alike. A new affiliate has an easily accessible and organized means of searching for example schedules, projects, and activities. An existing affiliate can browse if they are looking for something new or to refresh their existing curriculum.
- Web functionality
  - Search feature on home page will search through all resources to help users find exactly what they are looking for if they aren’t sure where to start
- This will be an ongoing effort from ACE National to continue collecting outstanding examples from affiliates across the country that can be shared with their peers.
  - If you have an affiliate or mentor resource that you think is worth sharing with others, please let your Regional Director know.